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mecha this smbx episode takes elements from metroid and castlevania games and mixes them together with the mario universe.
start from scratch, find shrouded stars and unlock new areas. visit old areas when you are stronger and find new ways to advance

through them! all the game areas are logically connected to each other. if you like castlevania or metroid series, then this is for
you! the episode can be found here: smbx: shadow star. the story is set on a beautiful planet with a brand new and rich life.

unfortunately, a mysterious meteorite happened to fall on the surface of this planet, causing some sort of mutation in the bio-life on
the planet. the meteorite has also been spreading the unknown virus into the planet, and the people are locked in a fight against its

harmful effects. and to top it off, the planet isn't safe for you either because of the meteorite's mysterious tunnel through the
planet's crust. only the player can help to find the meteorite and help the people of this planet to find a cure. when the player
reaches the level, they're introduced to the game mechanics. in addition to the player, there is now a second player character,

marlon, who also controls the character, and also has to gain experience points. the game runs with the player character (either
peach or toad) and the cpu controlled character marlon. the player can jump, run, or dash as normal, and can also use the

mushroom, the banana and bombs to kill enemies. however, there are limits to the combo this character is allowed to do, which are
displayed at the bottom left of the screen. if the combo total of the character is equal to the limit, the combo will fail, and if it's

higher, the character will get hit. when the player is hit, they lose 1 life, and if this happens repeatedly, they will be knocked out of
the level. if the player dies, they lose the game. 5ec8ef588b
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